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Do you have the need for speed? How about the desire to have one of the world's most jaw-
dropping cars? This calendar pleases those desires with photos of the fastest and most
expensive cars in the world. All calendar pages are printed on FSC certified paper with
environmentally safe inks.

About the AuthorSince 1983, Tom Glatch has contributed hundreds of stories and photographs
to major collector, Corvette, Mustang, muscle car, and Mopar magazines. Tom grew up during
the muscle car era, and his first car was a very quick 1970 Plymouth Duster 340. Tom and his
wife Kelly have contributed photographs to books by other Motorbooks authors, as well as
Motorbooks' Corvette calendars. When not pursuing old muscle cars, Tom works for a Fortune
500 corporation as a data and systems analyst and developer. He lives in southeastern
Wisconsin with his wife and two children, daughter Keara and son Sean.
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Julie Schuler, “Bought as a gift. The recipient enjoyed it all year.”

Ronald C. Waldorf, “This is a really beautiful calendar for my study. This is a really beautiful
calendar for my study. I love cars, especially fast, exotic, expensive ones ( on a beer budget!). I
can fawn over them many times daily now. Great pictures!”

3D ANIMATOR, “Large rich photos. At a glance readability. I've been enjoying these colorful
calendars for several years now. It brings life to my flat finish boring office wall and the days are
easy to read at a modest distance.”

NanaJAG, “this is a Christmas present that I know he will love.. This has all of the cars on it that
my grandson raves about.  this is a Christmas present that I know he will love.”

JGonzo, “this is actually going to be a Christmas gift, .... this is actually going to be a Christmas
gift, but I certainly wouldn't mind having one for my wall too...”

Joely, “Five Stars. My 13 yr. old son loves this calendar. He received it as a Christmas gift!”

dana, “Loved all the pictures. My nephew went crazy. Loved all the pictures. Good quality.”

Lori K. Flores, “Five Stars. Great pictures of sports cars.  My son loves it!”

Pauline H, “Five Stars. Looks good, car loving son should love it!”

Mum, “Five Stars. will have one happy son”

Libby, “Five Stars. nice quality”

The book by Tom Glatch has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 521 pages
Lexile measure: 1190L
Item Weight: 9.6 ounces
Dimensions: 12.25 x 0.25 x 12.25 inches
Calendar: 28 pages
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